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THE LANTERN.
PUBLISHED THURSDAYS AND FRIDAYS.
403 ELMWOOD AVE.
T. E. LOCKWOOD, PROP.
FRIDAY, OCTOBER 30, 1896.

The Athen Journal and Review.

Mr. N. Rogers Clay has been elected to the Common council of this city.

Mr. John Beane will be connected with the Peary Mission.

Mr. W. B. Ewing has made a good buy for a new stock of fruit.

Mr. W. E. Jones promises to make a nice profit on his purchase of fruit.

The weather continues to be very mild. There were some fine birds, bees, bugs, and other inhabitants of the earth, which were driven from their usual haunts by the cold weather.
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It is from quartern like these we are gathering our "Hard Hitters." It is only an elaboration of an old precept called the golden rule, but that may not have been a very accurate rule.
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Our neighbors in the valley.
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Mr. and Mrs. J. C. Robinson, watching and operating under Tower Clock, Chester, S. C.

We Are Going to Sell Jewelry

To every man in Chester and the surrounding county before we have been in business two years, we are going to improve everybody who comes into this store that this is the best place to buy jewelry, because of honest prices, styles, quality, and our personal attention to each customer, you will know what you have when you buy an article from Robinson. And as from this important point, we are always glad to see you whether you buy or not, and we will treat you like a friend.

J. C. ROBINSON,

Chester, S. C.

And so Have We

A large assortment of beautiful pieces of China, Salad Bowls, Cake Plates, Vases and many other goodies pieces right now. And present designs, in rich colors and delicate shades artistically painted.

Our lot of Japanese and the finest exhibit of Art to be found anywhere in China, and prices are a shade lower than some of the hand painted pieces.

HAYWARD DINNER SETS

We also have the following in different patterns and decorations as well as the beautiful English wedding ware. We are opening new goods every day so perhaps you will pay us to look over our stock before buying.

Waters & Spratt's

Mowers.

A few Bakey Mowers, bought last year before advance in prices. Acknowledged the best mowing in the field, to close out now at $30.00, $25.00 and $20.00 for the best, medium and cheap class machine can be bought for wholesale. No such opportunity anywhere this season. Come in.

Chester Machine & Lumber Co.

OLIVER

Chilled Plows

Just Received a Carload.

We Have Them Right and Left.

All The Extra Parts Carried in Stock.

Bewley Hardware Co.

It is an everyday business here buying and more great quantities of fresh new styles goods, nearly every height train in express every day all the time. We carry on the store about the amount of new novelty to this great store, and the people keep themselves busy taking great abundance of these fresh goods in their thousands of boxes to beautifully shore and comfortably warm themselves and loved ones, not the order of fresh quantity, but also the order of new novelty to this great store, and the people keep themselves busy taking great abundance of these fresh goods in their thousands of boxes to beautifully shore and comfortably warm themselves and loved ones, and they readily find exactly what they want, and exactly at such a pleasing cheap price that they just cannot let these lovely goods go long in Knit! Big Cheap Store. NEW SHOES none of them that you wouldn't believe.

NEW UNDERWEAR so much of it that I believe it to say how much.

NEW WAIST GOODS where did you ever see so many, so beautiful and so cheap.

NEW DRESS GOODS quantity and variety great, style charming.

NEW LADIES' HATS must be seen to be appreciated. NEW CLOTHING great stocks of all for Men and Boys.

Here in Knit! Big Cheap Store, the people keep themselves busy buying and that is what helps to keep such a whirl of goods to keep themselves busy taking great abundance of these fresh goods in their thousands of boxes to beautifully shore and comfortably warm themselves and loved ones, not the order of fresh quantity, but also the order of new novelty to this great store, and the people keep themselves busy taking great abundance of these fresh goods in their thousands of boxes to beautifully shore and comfortably warm themselves and loved ones, and they readily find exactly what they want, and exactly at such a pleasing cheap price that they just cannot let these lovely goods go long in Knit! Big Cheap Store.

In Buying Furniture

You Should get the following points settled beyond the shadow of a doubt:

FIRST—That you are getting new goods, goods that have never been sold on installing, and trade marks. This is your chief point in purchasing any but perfectly new goods. Not a piece of Furniture that got out of this store ever comes back to us after being bought and we are absolutely guaranteed every piece of Furniture we sell is a new piece, and the price you pay for that piece will give you such a guarantee.

SECOND—That you are getting the lowest price obtainable in the grade of goods you are buying. Get other people's prices and then come to us and we will show you the difference.

Our prices are at least 20 per cent lower than all others.

THIRD—That you know what you are getting when you buy. You may take to the dealer the story of this.

There’s no way to tell it until you see it. But by thinking anything from such as not as represented, it will at once be eminently clear that you have been here and have never had any idea of comparison that we have practiced a deception upon you, that it was a good record.

THE TOMBSTONE

Furniture Stores

1820, W. R. , Anywhere.

PHONE 190

Goods Delivered Free 6 Miles.
A World of Furniture

Is now on Exhibition at
W. R. NAIL'S RED RACKET STORE!

We have gathered the most attractive stock of furniture that ever came into this store. We have gathered the most attractive stock of furniture that ever came into this store. We have gathered the most attractive stock of furniture that ever came into this store. We have gathered the most attractive stock of furniture that ever came into this store.

When we get badly overstocked, like we are now, we simply draw our double edged Sword and slash the prices all to pieces.

W. R. NAIL'S Red Racket Store, Chester, S. C.

Will deliver Furniture to your nearest Railway Station in any part of South Carolina.

FOLEY'S KIDNEY CURE

Will positively cure any case of Kidney or Bladder disease not beyond the reach of medicine. No medicine can do more.

FOLEY'S KIDNEY CURE strengthens the urinary organs, builds up the kidneys and invigorates the whole system.

IT IS GUARANTEED
TWO SIZES 50c and $1.00

SOLD AND RECOMMENDED BY PYOR-MiKE DRUG COMPANY.

DR W. M. KENNEDY,
- DENTIST -
Over Hamilton's Red Racket Store.